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TODAY’S AGENDA 

• Introductions 
 

• Stories to consider 
 

• An overview of the research 
 

• Important take aways 



A STORY… 

• Meet Susan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Susan (a pseudonym) is an International Student Advisor (ISA) at a public university.  As an ISA, she is responsible for advising and relevant programming for the university’s international student population.  The department she is in provides services to international students, international scholars as well as American students who are participating in study abroad programs.  Susan’s responsibilities include meeting directly with students, processing immigration-related documents, as well as developing and leading workshops on various topics of concern that are unique to international students. Having studied abroad as an undergraduate, Susan expresses a great deal of empathy for the experience of the international students she serves. With nearly ten years of experience, she describes her work as part lawyer, part advisor, part therapist, and full-time mother.  She admits that her workload is unmanageable and often works in the evenings and on weekends to stay on top of the paperwork demanded of her.  She speaks of feeling disenfranchised within the larger framework of the institution but at the same time is adamant about the importance of her position and is at a loss to understand how the university can continue to cut resources to her department. Susan is buoyed by the positive relationships she shares with her colleagues, as well as her dedication to the students she serves.  As an advocate on campus for international students, she questions the integrity of the administration’s genuine interest in this student population.  Susan is concerned about her career and the opportunity to develop professionally beyond her current administrative role, but is unsure of how to make any changes.  She comments that career paths for international student advisors and strategies to advance in the international education field are not clear. Constant change has defined the past ten years and left her feeling extremely dispirited and seemingly adrift. 



TURN TO YOUR NEIGHBOR… 

• Does her story sound familiar? 
• Are there any parallels in your professional life? 
• Are there any differences? 

 



ANOTHER STORY… 

Meet Mary  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mary is the Assistant Director of the International Student and Scholar Services Office at a large, well known university.  Her department serves over 2000 international students and scholars. As she was getting ready to go to the National NAFSA conference she was told by her boss that she would need to attend a meeting on behalf of the university.  What Mary didn’t know was that the university had applied for and won the Simon Internationalization Award.  Mary was incredulous: how is it that her department which is central to the service of international students and scholars was not represented in the preparation of the application for this award.  “It’s as if, Mary said, that international students have nothing to do with internationalization.  



TURN TO YOUR OTHER NEIGHBOR 

• What is the conversation internationalization on 
your campus? 

• Who gets to participate?  
 



RESEARCH 

The Development of an International Student Advisor 
A Grounded Theory Study 



PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The professional role of international student 
advisors has not been clearly defined or 
understood within U.S. higher education.  
 

Purpose  
 
Construct a theory on the 

professional identity of 
international student 

advisors. 
Give Voice! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Higher education is experiencing dynamic changes in the recent years, but particularly with its response to globalization.  Increasing numbers o institutions are developing internationalization focused efforts to play a key role, remain competitive and prepare globally fluent students. Internationalization efforts are increasing included as a top agenda item for Presidents, deans, chancellors, etc…This shift in attention towards internationalization comes on the heels of the post 9-11 era when international students became the focus of a changing regulatory and political environment that continues today. Caught up in the waves of change were the professionals who worked with international students. PROBLEM STATEMENT ANNOUNCEDPurpose and Significance:International student advisors play a key role in the an institution’s internationalization efforts. Yet, there is not a clear and consistent structure in place for this profession.  This research sought to identify and insight into the professional experience of international student advisors by constructing a theory on the professional identity of this population.
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METHODOLOGY 

Why grounded theory? 
Little is known about the area of study 
Generation of a theory with explanatory power 
Participants are active members in the research 
 
 
“Grounded Theorists try to learn what 
our research participants lives are 
like.”  

-Kathy Charmez (2006) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grounded theory research is an inductive approach with constant and recursive data analysis.  The participants are active member in the research. The nature of a grounded theory design requires a flexible approach to allow for emerging themes and categories. Theoretical sampling are key aspects to grounded theory. 



•Interviews 
•Analysis 
•Interviews 
•Analysis 

Coding 

•Interviews 
•Analysis 
•Interviews 
•Analysis 

Major 
themes  

Theory 
Generation 

Core 
Category 

THE PROCESS 



RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

• What encompasses the lived experience of 
international student advisors amid the complex 
and changing landscape of U.S. higher education? 

 
• What emergent concerns might be important in the 

experiences of individuals who are international 
student advisors? 

 
• In what way have the personal constructs of 

professionalism and professional identity for 
international student advisors been developed? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These questions are broad in keeping with grounded theory.  They have an initial “what’s going on here” feeling. As a grounded theory researcher, I bring an initially broad focus to my research questions. There will be a refinement of these questions as the research process proceeds.



CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

International 
student 
market  

Higher 
education 
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student 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This research was framed in social constructivist and pragmatic paradigms.As a researcher I sought to understand my participants lives through their words and stories.  Also,  as the researcher I recognize  the lens through which I view the profession of international student advisorI have worked in the same positions as many of my participants and lived and worked through many of the same trying times.  I acknowledge my own interpretations in the data collection but also used my experience  to this advantage as I built trust and established rapport with my participants. My conceptual framework is based on the advisor and considers the larger forces impacting him or her.  The InstitutionThe culture of higher education in the U.S. The experience of international students in the U.S. This conceptual framework defines my research streams and guides also the direction of my literature review.  My chosen methodology of grounded theory shaped my approach to my literature review.  There does not exist literature on the professional identity of international student advisors. Grounded Theorists strive to enter their research with as few preconceptions as possible in order to allow the data to drive the research and let the concepts or themes emerge – hence the term grounded theory.   I followed the approach to the literature review as suggested by Kathy Charmaz to let the literature set the stage and read broadly across relevant themes. Therefore, my literature reviews focused on:Internationalization of higher educationInternational student mobilityDimensions of professional identity. 



THREE MAJOR THEMES 

The Student First 

They 
Don't Get 
What We 

Do 

Not Being 
Invited to 
the Table 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These three elements a labeled from the language of the participants.  They inform the core ideology of the theory of the advisor.  What did I find: The student first:Each of the participants had a transformative international experienceAll were very intentional about a career serving international studentsThere existed some generational differences between advisors who entered the field prior to 9-11 and those who came after. There was a deeper commitment to the student population they served over the institutionThese participants felt that they were often times the sole advocate on campus for the international students. Very protective of their student population They don’t get what we do:The work of the advisors is extremely multi-faceted, computer-oriented, and technical.Perceived on campus as paper-pushing bureaucrats. Staring at computersLimited visibilityTheir office was not the “fun” international office as compared to study abroad.  In fact, where study abroad was located in relation to their office was an important indicator on the resources their office might have.  When asked if other departments on campus knew what their office actually did, most of the participants replied that others had no idea what happened in their departments. Not being invited to the tableThe ten years since 9-11 has reshaped the field and has had implications for the professional who enters it.  Prior to 9-11 the type of person who got into the field was greatly interested in shepherding the international student through their college experience and the regulatory bits were a much smaller part of it.  In the past ten year the regulatory piece of what an international student advisor does has become the overwhelming larger part of it, as a resultThe solitary nature of the job has not helped the international student advisor become a known quantity on campus.  Although each person was hired because of their international experience, along with technical knowledge, their identity as an internationalist seemed to have gotten lost in all of the intense regulatory work.Many of the advisors commented on the fragmented nature of international initiatives on campus 



THE STUDENT FIRST 

• What I can do is make the lives of these brilliant people 
a little bit easier.  They shouldn’t be stressing…they 
should not have to worry. These people are amazing. I 
just feel really committed...this is our job. To take as many 
of the stresses away from them.  (Jane, 2012) 

• “I am here because I want to help” (Matilda, 2012).  
• I think part of it is because I love to travel and lived in 

different countries. My main interest is in this field in 
general because I love to travel. I love to meet people 
from different countries.  If I were working primarily with 
American students I wouldn’t get the same depth.  
(Barbara, 2012) 
 



NOT BEING INVITED TO THE TABLE 

• I do think that we are not being a part of that 
[internationalization]…we are not being viewed as a 
cornerstone of it or even the backbone. If nothing else 
we bring these people here and some other people are 
taking the credit for that.  (Renee, 2012) 

• I definitely see and it [internationalization] is definitely 
becoming more part of the, you know, the primary 
mission of the university. So the President at the time, I 
think, had set that up within a year or two of when I 
started as one of his long-term goal lists. …With our 
newer President that is one of his top core values for the 
institution and something that he really is trying to focus 
on of making that a central part of our mission moving 
forward.  (Chris, 2012) 
 



NOT BEING INVITED TO THE TABLE 

• I just think there is a little bit of disenfranchisement because…not only am 
I a one-person office, I am generally made to feel alone in what I am 
doing. I have a couple of people that are my colleagues that I 
coordinate things with, but other than those people. I am kind of just 
swimming in the river. And I am by myself.  (Samantha 2012) 

 
• Working with international students is maybe not what any one calls 

internationalization. You know, I’ve said this for a while when we’ve 
talked about internationalization on our campus…especially.  When we 
go to meetings or things on campus, people are always talking about 
internationalization. It’s always about study abroad or all of these other 
outside things.  We are always saying there are a lot of international 
students here. We should find ways to be able to integrate or use, not use 
in a bad way, integrate those students in a way that you are getting the 
kind of internationalization that you want…I mean they [international 
students] are here…they are here [emphasis]. I mean in a way the 
international students who are here are not considered a part of 
internationalization either.  (Veronica, 2012) 
 
 



THEY DON’T GET WHAT WE DO 

• Yes, one of our jobs is to be bridges. We can 
understand this body of legalese and we can tell 
them [senior leadership] what it really means.  In the 
long run they are so much better for having spoken 
to us usually because we know how to stay legal 
and do it right.  (Melissa, 2012) 

 
• “If they [faculty] are internationalizing the 

curriculum they are more likely to go to the study 
abroad office and say ‘how can we start a 
program with your office’…not to really involve us 
(Barbara, 2012).  



DEVELOPING THE THEORY 

• The new theory conveyed in this study is based on 
an interpretive definition of theory.  An interpretive 
understanding emphasizes using theory to 
understand, see patterns, and show connections 
(Charmaz, 2006).  

 
• Theory, in this study, is defined as a way of 

understanding or making sense of the world in order 
to have the practical insight needed to guide 
action (Fullan, 2008).  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The finding are descriptive and interesting but the intent of the research was to provide a theory.  A theory that goes a little deeper in exposing the mental models that drive international students to do what they do with zeal and conviction. 



THEORY ON THE PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY OF 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ADVISORS 

The International Student Advisor as the International in Higher Education 

Not Being 
Invited to 
the Table 

They 
Don't Get 
What We 

Do 

The 
Student 

First 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why stay in this profession?Interpretive theory demands an “imaginative understanding of the studied phenomenon” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 126).  Charmaz (2006) stated, “this type of theory assumes emergent, multiple realities; indeterminacy; facts and values as inextricably linked; truth as provisional; and social life as processual” As a culture, higher education can be foreign and difficult to navigate for many.  For international student advisors in particular it can be a challenging journey to find their identity within a role that is not easily understood across campus at a time when many are speaking about internationalization but there is little consensus on what that mean. This theory suggests that international student advisors are not only connected to the population they serve but in fact occupy an analogous position at the margin within the culture of higher education. The earlier experience of being an outsider or international connects the advisor to their feelings of being a professional outsider.  Grounded theory serves as a way to learn about the worlds we study and a method for developing theories to understand them. 



ACTIONABLE SOLUTIONS 

• For leaders: 
• Promote professional growth 
 

• For International Student Advisors 
• Seek out and develop opportunities to connect with other 

international student advisors.  
• Create opportunities to be more visible on campus. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The recommendation to the leaders may at first appear obvious but in fact I think understanding the role professional growth plays in the development of ones self-worth, identity and authenticity should in fact be very much at the forefront of leader’s agendas, but may actually play a minor role.  To the international student advisors: I say: get a balcony perspective!



FUTURE RESEARCH 

• Examine the role of international student advisors in 
other countries.  

• Examine the experience of campus 
internationalization from the perspective of staff 
and how it compares to that of faculty. 

• Examine the professionalism between international 
student advisors who participate in professional 
organizations and those who do not.  

• Develop career paths and learning development 
plans to better support the enhancement of a 
professional identity.  
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